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Features Benefits

3D modeled optimized design
Generates more static torque versus other drums in 
heavier weight classes. Design is optimized for stiffness/
rigidity to weight ratio.

Pocketed mounting flange
Weight reduction in a non-critical area results in a lower
weight drum meaning more payload and fuel savings

Available as factory balanced to 20 in. oz. Improved ride characteristics

1" drilled mounting holes Tighter dimensional control than cast-in holes

Rated up to 23,000 lbs. GAWR More application coverage

Stackable Easier storage and handling

Why choose a KICast® 60000 series drum?
KIC has answered the need for an affordable cast iron brake drum that has achieved the optimal balance between weight 
savings and drum strength with the KICast® 60000-018 with Advanced Stopping Technology. This optimized design 
leveraging new technology outperforms other drums in a heavier weight class which will save you money in the long run. 
This offers the highest strength to weight and cost of ownership value in the market today. 

Using advanced optimization techniques, the profile and geometry of the drum were optimized to deliver superior stiffness 
and braking performance. Tighter dimensional control than cast-in holes

SPECIFICATIONS

Part 
Number Brake Size

Width 
of Brake 
Surface

Pilot 
Diameter

Bolt Circle 
Diameter

Bolt 
Holes

Bolt Hole 
Size

Wheel 
Type

Drum 
Mount

Drum 
Weight

60000-018 16.5 x 7.00 7.56" 8.78" 11.25" 10 1.00" Disc
Outboard/

HPM
102 lbs.

Call your sales representative for pricing and distribution channels.


